For Ohio Nursing Homes ONLY...


Now includes 2 Leadership training opportunities!

To learn the Phase II details and see a video snapshot, click here.

NEW Change Agent Teams Are Invited to Join Us for Phase II...

Many Ohio nursing homes began this project in 2018, but Phase II makes it possible for nursing homes new to the project to jump in NOW. Take advantage of the grant-funded training noted under Phase II...

**Phase II (September 2019 – January 2020)  REGISTRATION IS OPEN NOW...**

- Leadership Pathways to Culture Change (2-day in-person training)
- Facilitative Leadership (5-session ONLINE training)
- Dementia Beyond Drugs (2-day in-person training) – REBOOT! Send new folks!

**Phase I (Completed during December 2018 – September 2019)**

- Dementia Beyond Drugs (2-day in-person training)
- Reframing Dementia: Train the Change Agent (1-day in-person training)
  - Includes distribution of Reframing Dementia Training Kit to each organization
- Care Partner Workshop – Dementia Focus (8 session ONLINE training)
  - Each organizational team will collaborate with a family member for this training

More than 21 CEUs available through NAB for Leadership Pathways to Culture Change, Facilitative Leadership training Dementia Beyond Drugs, and Reframing Dementia: Train the Change Agent.

All Participants Will Complete a Project Evaluation Including the Following Elements...

- Completion of a QAPI Storyboard
- Targeted pre/post testing
- Targeted value and sustainability assessment

This grant-funded opportunity will help participants from Ohio nursing homes:

- Discern between managing change and leading it
- Facilitate high engagement in change efforts
- Create a culture focused on growth and innovation
- Build on team member strengths
- Identify person-directed alternatives to medication use
- Learn a highly responsive approach for supporting people living with dementia
- Reframe problem behaviors as expressions of unmet needs
- Understand how to drive a sustainable person-directed culture
Each enrolled nursing home (up to 100) will create a “Change Agent Team” of 3-4 people for full participation in the project.

Change agent team members should:

- Have skills in teaching, coaching, and leadership;
- Be willing to return to their organizations prepared to share what they’ve learned;
- Ensure that 2 of the 4 team members hold leadership positions in their organization; and
- Complete ALL project expectations, including a comprehensive evaluation process.

About the Project Timeline…

New to the project? Join us now for Phase II…

- Project registration for Phase II is NOW OPEN: https://2dff35.campgn4.com/OH--Creating-a-Culture-of-PersonDirected-Dementia-Care--UPDATE
- Project activities occur between December 2018 and January 2020 (1 year of engagement).
- Project final report developed in January 2020.

Regarding Proof of Participation…

Expected evidence of participation in the project should be kept by the nursing home for use in state survey to demonstrate compliance with Sec. 3721.072 (B) which states that “Beginning July 1, 2013, each nursing home shall participate every two years in at least one of the quality improvement projects included on the list made available by the department of aging under the nursing home quality initiative established under section 173.60 of the Revised Code.”

Proof of participation includes:

- Signed participation agreement
- Completion of ALL aspects of the project evaluation, including:
  - QAPI Storyboard
  - Targeted pre/post testing
  - Targeted value and sustainability assessment

Relevant link:
https://aging.ohio.gov/nursinghomequalityimprovement/nfs/qualityimprovementprojects

What Others Have Said About Project Content…

“Dementia Beyond Drugs was one of the best trainings I have been to on the subject of understanding and providing care for those living with dementia. We have to change ourselves and the way we view those living with dementia in order to empower them to lead lives rich with individuality and choice.”

-Angie McAllister, AC-BC, CDP, Director of Cultural Transformation-Rural, Signature HealthCare

Interested in Having Your Organization Participate in This Project?

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN:
https://2dff35.campgn4.com/OH--Creating-a-Culture-of-PersonDirected-Dementia-Care--UPDATE

Questions? Email kwood@edenalt.org.